DIA MET CANADA @ HANNOVER MESSE 2019

DIA has been at Hannover Messe, 1 – 5 April (BNPT and POLE SCS), the world’s leading trade fair for industrial technology offering a full range of technical innovations from automation to supplier solutions.

Organised by the European Commission in cooperation with the German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) and the Canadian Ministry for Innovation, Science and Economic Development (ISED). The event represented a unique opportunity for representatives of European cluster organisations and Canadian Superclusters interested in cluster collaboration. Enabling them to explore possible common areas of interest for cooperation and complementarities, in terms of sectoral, value chain, and market focus of their small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and other companies. Sectors covered by the event were: digital technology, advanced manufacturing and industrial automation, artificial intelligence and supply chain technology, agri-food enabling technologies and blue economy.

The day started with the High-Level Opening of different politicians from Europe and Canada followed by presentations about the Canadian Innovation Superclusters Initiative, the EU Cluster Internationalisation Programme and the CETA Access Market Program for EU businesses. After the presentations, the participants got the chance to present themselves and their projects in thematic round table discussions: DIA/BalticNet-PlasmaTec joined the Digital Technology/Artificial Intelligence round table discussion.

NEVER STOP LEARNING : DIA tour across Europe

DIA animated the IoT Roadmap hosted by Pole SCS (14/05/2019Ecole des Mines de Saint Etienne at Gardanne) to explain the opportunities regarding the digital industry. At the beginning of September DIA partners will join a study visit organized by BNPT at Smart Logistics Cluster RWTH Aachen Campus, focused on solutions for the flow of information and goods in the cyber-physical world of the future; finally at the end of that month, DIA will fly in Sweden (Eskilstuna area, MITC cluster) on the occasion of the Digimeet 2019 the open ceremony of a new technology center, where it will present the results and the next steps of the project. Digimeet ceremony will focus on the relevance of digitalisation of the manufacturing industry from a global perspective.